Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The challenges for developing embedded real-time systems with a high degree of parallelism, data dependencies, and timing constraints that must adhere to a given specification are manifold. The formal verification of such systems given by formal models is often intractable and, moreover, such formal models cannot be obtained for systems with unpredictable behaviors such as human-in-the-loop systems. Model-based testing and runtime monitoring are two standard model-driven approaches supporting the engineering of such systems.

In this paper, we check the conformance of a *timed graph sequence* (TGS), given by a sequence of states where time elapses between the states, against a formal specification. TGSs can be (a) generated using timed graph transformation \[[@CR3], [@CR7], [@CR17]\] or can be (b) returned incrementally by a monitor. While offline analysis procedures suffice for finite TGSs, infinite TGSs require an on-the-fly conformance analysis to determine violations as early and as precise as possible.

As a running example, we consider an operating system as an advanced embedded real-time system in which tasks are executed by handlers computing results. For such an operating system, we require the following property $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{P} $$\end{document}$. **P**:Whenever a task *T* is created in a system *S*, *S* must have a handler *H* applicable to *T* (based on a common id). Moreover, within 10 timeunits, *H* must produce a result *R* with value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ ok $$\end{document}$ and, during the computation of *R*, no other handler $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H'$$\end{document}$ applicable to *T* (based on a common id) may exist in *S*. For specifying desired system behavior such as the property $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{P} $$\end{document}$ from above, we employ an extension of the *Metric Temporal Graph Logic* (MTGL) \[[@CR8]\]. This logic permits to concisely express (a) state properties to specify single graphs in a TGS and (b) sequence properties relating graphs at different timepoints in a TGS by their attributes and inner structure. For state properties, MTGL subsumes the graph logic GL of nested graph conditions \[[@CR9]\], which is as expressive as first-order logic on graphs. For sequence properties, MTGL has metric temporal operators that refer to matches of graph patterns in graphs in a TGS as first-class citizens. Due to these operators, MTGL is more expressive compared to metric temporal logics such as [MTL]{.smallcaps}  \[[@CR12]\] only relying on atomic propositions since MTGL allows to keep track of an unbounded number of elements. For example, for the property $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbf{P} $$\end{document}$, we must separately track tasks *T* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T'$$\end{document}$ for which *corresponding* results *R* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R'$$\end{document}$ must be created before the *corresponding* deadline expires.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. Firstly, we integrate the *metric-exists-new* operator as a first-class citizen into MTGL, which was not explicitly done in \[[@CR8]\]. It matches graph patterns as early as possible to fix a timepoint from which a deadline can be started as in our running example when a new task is matched. Secondly, we formally integrate attribute quantification into MTGL and GL. Thirdly, we develop an on-the-fly checking procedure, which takes a formal MTGL specification and considers a TGS incrementally returning a lower (optimistic) and an upper (pessimistic) bound of the set of *true violations*, which determine a ground truth of violations that would be obtained ideally. The optimistic lower bound does not contain all true violations to handle TGSs that are continued in a way leading to satisfaction in the future whereas the pessimistic upper bound contains additional false violations to handle TGSs that are continued in a way not leading to satisfaction in the future. Returning the optimistic bound in addition to the pessimistic bound as computed in \[[@CR8]\] results essentially in a three valued logic[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} where an intervention (e.g. by a user) may depend on whether a pessimistic violation is also an optimistic violation.

In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we recall symbolic graphs and the logic GL of nested graph conditions. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we extend MTGL by integrating the operator *metric-exists-new*. We present our on-the-fly analysis procedure and discuss its prototypical tool support by [AutoGraph]{.smallcaps} in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, we discuss related work in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and conclude the paper with a summary and remarks on future work in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Symbolic Graphs and Graph Logic {#Sec2}
===============================

We now recall typed attributed graphs and nested graph conditions used for representing system states and properties on these states, respectively.

We use *symbolic graphs* (see e.g. \[[@CR18]--[@CR20], [@CR24]\]), called graphs subsequently, to encode typed attributed graphs. Symbolic graphs are an adaptation of [E-Graphs]{.smallcaps}  \[[@CR5]\] where nodes and edges of a graph *G* are connected to (sorted) variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ X _{G}$$\end{document}$ instead of data nodes representing actual values. To specify the possible values of variables, graphs are equipped with an *attribute constraint (AC)* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z=\text {``aabb''}$$\end{document}$).
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ is constructed using variables from a set *X* and the usual operators for the sorts $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {V} $$\end{document}$ of all values. Satisfaction of an AC $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ by a valuation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha :X\rightarrow \mathcal {V} $$\end{document}$ is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha \models _{\mathrm {AC}} \theta $$\end{document}$.[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} If an AC $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ is satisfiable or tautological, we write $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {sat}}_{\exists } (\theta )$$\end{document}$ or $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {sat}}_{\forall } (\theta )$$\end{document}$, respectively.

In the following, we consider graphs that are typed over a type graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ TG $$\end{document}$ using a typing morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ type :G\rightarrow TG $$\end{document}$. Type graphs restrict attributed graphs to an admitted subclass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {Graphs}} ({ TG }) $$\end{document}$. The empty graph is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\emptyset $$\end{document}$. For our running example, we employ the type graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ TG $$\end{document}$ from Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. Examples of graphs that are typed over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ TG $$\end{document}$ are given in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b.
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                \begin{document}$$f:G_1\rightarrow G_2$$\end{document}$ between graphs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$ are defined as usual (see e.g. \[[@CR24]\] for a formal definition) and consist of mappings between the components of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$. In the remainder of this paper, we only use morphisms for which all mappings are injective.

Moreover, we distinguish between two kinds of morphisms . Firstly, *restrictive (mono)morphisms* must ensure that the AC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$ is more restrictive compared to the AC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_1$$\end{document}$. This means that each valuation that satisfies the AC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$ also satisfies the *f*-translated AC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {sat}}_{\forall } ({\varTheta }_{G_2} \rightarrow f_ X ({\varTheta }_{G_1})) $$\end{document}$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_X$$\end{document}$ is the mapping contained in *f* between the variables of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$). Secondly, *consistent morphisms* must ensure that the AC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_1$$\end{document}$. This means that there is at least one valuation that satisfies the AC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text {sat}}_{\exists } ({\varTheta }_{G_2} \wedge f_ X ({\varTheta }_{G_1})) $$\end{document}$). See Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b for examples of restrictive and consistent morphisms. The initial (mono)morphism $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {i}_{G}:\emptyset \rightarrow G$$\end{document}$ for graph *G* is restrictive and, when the AC of *G* is satisfiable, also consistent.

The *graph logic GL* over nested graph conditions (GCs) can be used to specify graphs. GL features propositional connectives and the operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$exists $$\end{document}$) to extend given matches of graph patterns (given by graphs) in a graph (called *host graph*) with a satisfiable AC. Technically, the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$exists $$\end{document}$ operator describes the extension of a graph pattern *H* using a restrictive monomorphism . See Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c for an example of a GC. For improved readability, we visualize restrictive monomorphisms occurring in GCs by omitting graph elements from *H* not connected to graph elements in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ TG $$\end{document}$ of our running example, two morphisms, and a GC

Definition 1 {#FPar1}
------------

**(Nested Graph Conditions (GCs)).** If *H* is a graph and is a restrictive monomorphism, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _H$$\end{document}$ is a *nested graph condition (GC)* over *H*, written $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _H\in \varPhi ^{\mathrm {GC}} _{H} $$\end{document}$, as follows.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The semantics of GL is given by the satisfaction relation below, which deviates from \[[@CR24]\] by using (a) variable valuations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha :X_H\rightarrow \mathcal {V} $$\end{document}$ and (b) consistent instead of restrictive matches . Most notably, the GC is satisfied by a match *m* and a valuation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha ': X _{H'} \rightarrow \mathcal {V} $$\end{document}$ that are consistent with *f*. To ensure that the valuation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha '$$\end{document}$ is used consistently when evaluating ACs occurring in graphs in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha :\emptyset \rightarrow \mathcal {V} $$\end{document}$ satisfy the GC.

Definition 2 {#FPar2}
------------
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This novel adaptation of the satisfaction relation (informally handled in \[[@CR8]\]) allows to express quantification over attribute values as required for our on-the-fly analysis procedure in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. For example, we can state that "for each $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Metric Temporal Graph Logic {#Sec3}
===========================

The *Metric Temporal Graph Logic (MTGL)* over metric temporal graph conditions (MTGCs) \[[@CR8]\] extends GL with two metric temporal operators. In particular, (a) the *until* operator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 3 {#FPar3}
------------

**(Metric Temporal Graph Conditions (MTGCs)).** If *H* is a graph, is a restrictive monomorphism, and *I* is an interval over , then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The integration of graph pattern matching of GCs (for state properties) and the two metric temporal operators (for sequence properties) allows for the formalization of properties where a match into a graph (established using the operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The semantics of MTGL is defined over *Timed Graph Sequences* (TGSs) \[[@CR8]\] (e.g. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the semantics of MTGL, we define that a match *m* (also called *binding*) is propagated over a single timed span $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 4 {#FPar4}
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The semantics of MTGL is given by the satisfaction relation below, which is defined as for GL for the operators *conjunction*, *negation*, and *exists* and uses a current observation timepoint *t* (which does not exceed the duration of the TGS) in addition to a consistent match and a valuation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 5 {#FPar5}
------------

**(Satisfaction of MTGCs by TGSs).** If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On-the-fly Analysis for MTGL {#Sec4}
============================

We now present an on-the-fly analysis procedure for checking MTGCs against *finite and infinite* TGSs as our main contribution. For this aim, we build upon \[[@CR8]\] where an operation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 10 {#FPar12}
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Definition 11 {#FPar13}
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To enable a comparison of Procedure [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} with the set of true violations, we now introduce the operation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 13 {#FPar15}
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Based on the presented definitions, we introduce our main result stating that the optimistic and the pessimistic on-the-fly analysis carried out using Procedure [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} (and formalized using the operation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 2 {#FPar16}
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Proof Idea {#FPar17}
----------
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For our running example from Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} where the TGS $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _2$$\end{document}$ to 1 in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b, the pessimistic on-the-fly analysis still generates the violation at global timepoint 6 but 6 is no true violation since the result *R* is then generated in time.

Based on Theorem [2](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}, we obtain, as mentioned in Sect. [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, a three-valued interpretation of MTGL when using Procedure [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} (formalized using the operation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 14 {#FPar18}
-------------
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From a practical point of view, Procedure [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} solves the satisfaction problem for three kinds of TGSs. Firstly, non-terminating systems can be analyzed throughout their entire runtime in an on-the-fly manner. Secondly, finite slices of TGSs generated by long-running systems can be analyzed in an offline manner producing pessimistic but no optimistic violations for cases where the ongoing evolution of the system may be admissible. Lastly, terminating systems where a Terminated node is added by the last timed span can be analyzed where pessimistic and optimistic violations coincide after the last step.

However, for formal specifications given by complex MTGCs, we intend to equip violations given by timepoints with human-readable explanations. For this purpose, we may use partial MTGC satisfaction trees following GC satisfaction trees from \[[@CR25]\]. We expect that this would also permit an analysis of the causal dependencies among violations and their *origins*. For our running example, the violation at timepoint 21 has the pessimistic violation at timepoint 6 as an origin because the problematic task *T* connected to system *S* was freshly matched at timepoint 6 leading to the violated deadline at timepoint 21.

We implemented Procedure [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} in the tool [AutoGraph]{.smallcaps}  \[[@CR24]\], which supports GL and MTGL and relies on the constraint solver [Z3]{.smallcaps}  \[[@CR16]\] for checking the satisfiability of ACs. For a high level of confidence, we applied extensive testing of the implemented functionality for diverse and deeply nested MTGCs also covering our running example. Overall, the implementation is promising and demonstrates the feasibility of our approach.

Related Work {#Sec5}
============

Verification approaches for graph transformation systems are incomplete due to their expressiveness. For example, logics such as [CTL]{.smallcaps} and [PTCTL]{.smallcaps} can be applied to entire state spaces \[[@CR6], [@CR15]\] but have limited support for sequence properties relying on atomic propositions. Similarly, invariant verification \[[@CR4], [@CR23]\] as an example of static analysis considers graph sequences but only state invariants.

On-the-fly analysis of dynamic systems is used (before deployment) in testing and (after deployment) in specification-based monitoring using specifications given by temporal logics, automata with quantification, and rule-based systems \[[@CR1]\]. These approaches are difficult to compare due to highly domain-specific requirements regarding expressiveness, efficiency, and usability. Logic-based approaches e.g. \[[@CR11], [@CR14]\] often lack support for key features of MTGL such as data elements, bindings, or metric bounds in temporal operators. A notable exception is the *Metric First-Order Temporal Logic* ([MFOTL]{.smallcaps}) \[[@CR2]\], supported by the tool [MonPoly]{.smallcaps}, that represents a system state as a set of relations, supports the binding of elements and uses a point based rather than an interval based semantics as MTGL. Note that the encoding of MTGCs in [MFOTL]{.smallcaps} is highly technical and error-prone (similarly, the logic of nested graph conditions \[[@CR9]\] is advantageous compared to FOL on graphs in graph centered scenarios). Finally, [MonPoly]{.smallcaps} imposes syntactic limitations on [MFOTL]{.smallcaps} conditions to ensure that provided conditions are satisfied/violated by a finite future.

Logics such as MTGL and [MFOTL]{.smallcaps} can be directly applied in the context of runtime monitoring \[[@CR1], [@CR13]\]. A roadmap towards such an application using an extended subset of MTGL is presented in an informal way in \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\].

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec6}
==========================

We introduced an on-the-fly analysis procedure for the satisfaction of MTGCs by infinite TGSs (generated by non-terminating systems) and finite TGSs (generated by terminating systems or representing prefixes of infinite TGSs). The analysis procedure results in a three-valued interpretation of MTGL where unavoidable non-satisfaction is detected via optimistic violations and where potential non-satisfaction in the future is detected via pessimistic violations as soon as possible. The two sets of violations approximate the ground truth given by the set of true violations, which can only be determined by offline analysis for finite terminated TGSs. The on-the-fly analysis procedure including both sets of violations is supported by our extension of the tool [AutoGraph]{.smallcaps}.

In the future, we will (a) integrate the *since* operator into MTGL and the proposed analysis procedure, (b) improve applicability of our approach using more detailed violations, (c) improve the optimistic reduction by simplifying the reduced MTGC using the constraint solver approach from \[[@CR24]\], (d) employ incremental GC checking to improve the on-the-fly checking performance, and (e) compare our approach to other tools such as [MonPoly]{.smallcaps} w.r.t. efficiency.

At each timepoint during the on-the-fly analysis, we return either no violation, only a pessimistic violation, or a pessimistic and an optimistic violation.

The solver [Z3]{.smallcaps}  \[[@CR16]\] has support for checking satisfiability of ACs but is known to return indefinite results because satisfiability is undecidable for ACs of unrestricted form. While [Z3]{.smallcaps} always succeeds for our running example, we handle this special case in our prototypical implementation by providing warnings to the user.
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